
CONSTITUTIONAL LITIGATION –  Eaton  (Spring 2011) 

QUESTION STUDENT ANSWER 

Did this professor take attendance? Yes 

Exam Type Fact Pattern 

Grades in this class were based on: (select all that apply) Exam, Project 

Grades were posted by the deadline. TRUE 

How intense was the socratic method? 
Mild (a few questions, seeks answers from specific student, moves on if incorrect or 

unable to answer) 

Please rate the Professor's success at conveying the material. Very Successful 

Please rate the workload for this course. Heavy- regular readings that are often long. Time-consuming outside assignmnents. 

The subject matter of this course was interesting. TRUE 

Was the Professor accessible after class? 

Yes-Always this professor was available to take questions or explain concepts after class, 

in office hours, on the phone and via e-mail. The professor welcomed interaction with 

students. 

Would you recommend this course to others? Maybe- If the person was interested in this area of law. 

Please share specific comments below. 

  Eaton is great. Class covers a very specific area of the law, suits under 42 USC 1983. 

Class had both an exam and a group project. The project has tight deadlines and is fairly 

intensive so consider what your other workload will be towards the end of the semester. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



QUESTION STUDENT ANSWER 

Did this professor take attendance? No 

Exam Type Fact Pattern 

Grades in this class were based on: (select all that apply) Exam, Project 

Grades were posted by the deadline. TRUE 

How intense was the socratic method? 
Moderate (Multiple questions, Seeks answer from specific student, may continue to ask 

student questions if initial answer is wrong.) 

Please rate the Professor's success at conveying the material. Successful 

Please rate the workload for this course. Moderate- regular readings of a manageable length. 

The subject matter of this course was interesting. TRUE 

Was the Professor accessible after class? 

Yes-Always this professor was available to take questions or explain concepts after class, 

in office hours, on the phone and via e-mail. The professor welcomed interaction with 

students. 

Would you recommend this course to others? Yes- A good class. 

Please share specific comments below. <Unanswered> 

 


